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Spec (tacular)
While inexpensive, the PD-70 is 

incredibly well built and attractive. Its 
6.25" x 2.5" body sports a classic 
swivel arm and a detachable foam 
windscreen. It’s nicely proportioned, 
solid in hand and pleasing to the eye. 
More importantly, it sounds good! Its 
relatively tight pickup pattern is ideal 
for voice recordings in studios, offices, 
bedrooms, and basements, and it 
effectively and colorlessly rejects off-
axis sounds. It has a sensitivity of 
1.6mV/Pa and an output impedance 
of 350Ω, making it useable (without 
the need for an inline booster) with just 
about any preamp.

Curves
The PD-70 was designed for spoken 

word intelligibility, and this is reflected 
in its frequency curve—20 Hz to 20 kHz 
with a steep rolloff below 70 Hz. There 
is also high-frequency tapering starting at 
11kHz. It’s relatively flat from 100 Hz to 
1 kHz, where it then gently rises to 7 kHz.

Talkin’ at ya
I worked in broadcasting for many 

years, and I did a lot of critical listen-
ing to mics in the spoken word context. 
Speaking into a microphone is one 
of the purest ways to evaluate it. The  
nakedness and the intimacy quickly 
expose any flaws. I tried the PD-70 on 

several narrations and voiceovers and 
quickly realized that its design addresses 
some common real-world audio issues.

The cardioid pickup pattern helps cut 
down environmental noise and helps 
with phase issues when there is more 
than one open mic. Though not flat, the 
frequency response is appropriate for 
the stated applications. The rolloffs at 
the bookends of the frequency curve and 
the lift beginning in the high-mids reflect 
the EQ curve I often dial in with many 
mics for spoken word. Inexperienced us-
ers often lean into the diaphragm, inad-
vertently causing a big bump in low-end 
energy. The PD-70 low-frequency rolloff 
helps tame the proximity effect, and the 
high-end rolloff helps with sibilance. The 
rise from 1 to 7 kHz improves intelligibility 
—the ultimate goal in every broadcast 
context. The fact that the mic is good to 
go with little need for additional EQ is a 
boon to fledgling content creators.

REVIEW

REVIEW BY BILL STUNT

PreSonus has recently bolstered its microphone lineup with the new 
PD-70 end-address dynamic microphone. It's being marketed as a 
high-quality yet cost-effective microphone for streamers, podcasters, 

and broadcasters. It comes bundled with Studio One Prime and a robust 
complement of plugins and virtual instruments.

PreSonus PD-70 Broadcast  
     Dynamic Microphone
         A great sounding dynamic broadcast mic that won’t break the bank
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If it walks like a….
The PD-70 clearly takes inspiration 

from the classic mics you commonly 
see in broadcast studios, namely the 
Shure SM7B. Though I’m primarily in-
terested in reviewing the PD-70 on its 
own merits, I’d be remiss in failing to 
point out a few apparent similarities 
and distinctions. Both mics have almost 
identical and effective pickup patterns. 
To my ear, the PD-70 does not have 
the mid-frequency warmth and edge of 
the SM7B, though you can get in the 
ballpark with EQ if desired. That said, 
it sounds remarkably similar to the 
SM7B with the SM7B Presence Boost 
switched in. The frequency curves are 
more alike than different, and many 
users will welcome the extra gain of-
fered by the PD-70. 

Not just a pretty voice
I also tested the PD-70 on a guitar 

amp. With a maximum SPL of 135dB, 
this mic is easily up to the task, and 
it sounds good! It lacks some of the 
smoothness of many classic guitar-fo-
cused dynamic mics, but it’s quite effec-
tive on darker guitar tones. Here again, 
it’s easy to EQ the sound for some tradi-
tional guitar-focused presence to get it in 
the ballpark.

And there’s more!
The PD-70 comes with a generous soft-

ware bundle, including PreSonus Studio 
One Prime and the Studio Magic Bundle 
featuring plugin and softsynth offerings 
from Arturia, Brainworx, Cherry Audio, 
Ghosthack, iZotope, Klanghelm, Mäag 
Audio, Lexicon and more. This $1,000+ 
software suite will be attractive to all 
kinds of content creators.

The PD-70 is an excellent mic for 
online meetings. Many of us have 
updated our visual backgrounds to 
appear more professional. Why not 
up your audio game as well? Heck, 
the PD-70 costs not much more than a 
nice houseplant or vase.

Bill Stunt (stunt@recordingmag.com) is a 
recording engineer, producer, recording 
musician, preset designer and now 
apparently a luthier living in Ottawa.

Price: $129
More from: presonus.com
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